
incentive to be kind and clear. Nothing encourages careful reading like
knowing that you will be critiqued by the person you are critiquing. 

It is also worthwhile to have one of your group do a little additional
reading on that week’s topic and report to the group on findings. As you
know, having to teach something helps you to learn something. 

If you have never participated in a writing group before, you might
want to look in advance at the Week 9 chapter on giving, getting, and using
feedback. You should make sure your group is a supportive environment
for writing, not a graduate seminar for deconstruction. Be sure to treat all
drafts and discussion as confidential since the group must be a safe place
for people to bring their writing at any stage. Criticisms should be offered
with care and clarity. Remember that you are working together to become
productive writers, not perfectionists.

This is a serious endeavor and will only work if your group takes it
seriously. I recommend that you sign a written commitment to each other
to work together for twelve weeks. Although it may seem hokey or forced
at first, people who make their work together intentional in this way find
they are more productive. Design an agreement of your own, or make
copies of the form below for each member, and have each person sign all
the copies. Then consider posting your copy near your computer, front
door, or refrigerator as a reminder.
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Commitment to Writing Group

I commit to meeting with 
xxxxxx_xx________[names of group members]xxxxxxxx____xxxxx

_________________________________________________________

every week on 
xxxxxxxx[day]xxxxxxxx

at 
xxx[time]xxx

. During each of the next twelve

weeks, I commit to reading the appropriate workbook chapter and completing the

weekly exercises. I also commit to spending at least fifteen minutes a day, five days a

week, on revising my article until it is ready for submission (or for twelve weeks,

whichever comes first). I commit to carefully reading and reviewing other group mem-

bers’ articles during the fifth and ninth weeks. If I cannot meet any of these commitments

due to a prolonged illness or a family emergency, I will inform the group immediately. If I

cannot meet any of these commitments for any other reason, I will pay the following:

xxxxx[fee]xxxxx
. If any of us do meet all of these commitments, we will gain the following:

xxxxxxxxxxx___xxxxxxxxx[benefit]xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
. 

xxxxxxxxxxx___xxxxxxxx[signature]xxxxxxxxxxxxx_xxxxxx


